


“How does it feel, and how does it affect one’s life, when even the most banal actions are 
subject to surveillance? There is no better way to convey the impact of the act of watching and 
being watched than through performance art. The reenactment and dramatic presentation of 

vulnerability affects the audience with an immediacy that makes the experience personal.”
Hanna Regev, Curator, San Francisco International Arts Festival

Performance Art • Igor Josifov
Actress • Katarina Ivanovska

Directors • Tayeb Al-Hafez and Faisal Attrache
Photographers • Frazer Bradshaw and Antoine Kem

Musical Score • Ashraf Kateb
Costume Design • Milena Atanasova and Rinat Brodach
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Wit-ness was created for the exhibition “Bearing Witness: Surveillance in the Drone Age”
held during the San Francisco International Art Festival, 2015.

Wit-ness is a multi-media project grounded in performance art. It features film, photolithographs 
and burned paper works. Wit-ness includes an installation that represents the violent confrontation 

between identity and vulnerability, tied together by a narrative that addresses the concept
of surveying and being surveyed. 

The film and artwork were created in a re-purposed industrial steel mill in Oakland, California that 
is currently home to the industrial art collective m0xy (see m0xy.com). The raw beauty and earthy 

tones of the steel mill combine with Josifov’s burned paper works to bring the space to life.

Bearing Witness



Cancellation Plate - Print



Igor Josifov

“As the closing act of my Wit-ness performance at the San Francisco International Arts Festival,
I cancel a lithoplate. The canceled lithoplate can no longer be used to reproduce

the art it represents. Canceling the lithoplate is symbolic—it parallels
the creative process of Wit-ness. Canceling represents letting go of attachments.

This dramatic act completes one performance of Wit-ness, allowing the story to transition,
to develop. One chapter is closed to prepare the ground for future performances.”

Igor Josifov, Performance Artist



Film
The creative team developed a unique vision to combine the intricacies of Josifov’s process of 

burning paper with a delicate dance between artist and muse. The film poses the question
“Who is really watching whom?” 

Photolithography
Within the aesthetically rich world created for the film, photographers took a series of iconic 
black and white images relating to identity and power. In the photographs, we see the artist 

begin to follow the muse, while the muse imitates the artist. The images were transformed into 
photolithographs through positive plate lithography at Anne Olson’s print studio in Wisconsin. 

Burned Paper Works
After working for more than eight years to develop the intricate process of burning layers of paper 
to create fire reflection paintings, Josifov created several life-sized paper human figures specifically 
for Wit-ness. The inherent motion in the fire reflection paintings give the figures a sense of life as 
they become part of an installation that puts them at the center of fifty assault rifles. This violent 

juxtaposition in the display creates a new context, a context that goes beyond the inherent 
relationship between the reflection and its burned top layer. 

Elements



Events

Wit-ness | World Premiere | San Francisco International Arts Festival 2015
Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA | www.sfiaf.org 

Wit-ness | Exhibit | Herbst Theater| May 20-June 7
Wit-ness | Live Performance | Herbst Theater | May 21, 8:00pm & May 30, 1-4 pm

Wit-ness | Film Premiere | Southside Theater | May 27 | 7:30pm
Wit-ness | Live Performance, Lithoplate Cancellation | Herbst Theater | June 6 | 6:00-9:00pm

Wit-ness Reflections | Selected Works Exhibit | June4-September 4, 2015
Pacific Felt Factory | 2839 20th Street | San Francisco, CA

Taming Fire Traveling Exhibit | July 20-July 26, 2015
HNYPT | 212 West 12th Street | Los Angeles, CA

Taming Fire Traveling Exhibit | July 10-August 16, 2015
Artist Presentation | Sunday, August 16 | 4pm

Sanchez Art Center |1220 B Linda Mar Blvd | Pacifica, CA
sanchezartcenter.org | 1.650.355.1894

Performance



Mirror - Print from Photolithographic Plate

“The practice of canceling photolithographic plates began sometime in the 1880’s.
Although it has not been universally practiced, canceling plates has become a necessity

as current technology makes it all too easy to produce high quality reproductions.
To ensure the integrity of his limited print editions, Igor Josifov has incorporated the act

of cancellation into his performance art. From the plates created in my studio, a limited edition
of each image was produced to compliment Wit-ness; to symbolically represent through

the photolithographic process the transitions in the story. The lithoplates and prints represent
a creative collaboration between Igor and my studio.”

Anne Olson, Printmaker, Stoughton, Wisconsin



Live Performance - San Francisco International Arts Festival

“Igor’s work is very poetic and filled with sorrow, appealing to our ephemerality and vulnerability. 
The fire within him ignites the performance.”

Latifa Medjdoub, Artist

“Igor Josifov is a curious balancing act. He allows the public to bear witness to his creative process, 
to a degree with which few artists are comfortable. Josifov pushes the boundaries in order 

to engage the audience in his process.”
Andrew Wood, Director of San Francisco International Arts Festival 2015



Wit-ness marks an important moment in my artistic development. Wit-ness began with a long 
exploration of the concept of surveillance. Introspection prompted inspiration throughout the 
process, and this dynamic allowed me to challenge myself while creating burned paper works

for the set and for exhibits. Wit-ness is a complex visual representation of a psychological journey.
It involves observation of the self through art, film, photography, printmaking, and

performance installation. Living with it and through it, life becomes art. 

An amazing team supported me as the project was polished to perfection. By merging the 
incredible talents of this team, Wit-ness has grown into a strong, dynamic presentation. It combines 

sculptural qualities with an intense environment in which a rhythmical circulation filled with 
symbolism spins around the target. The graceful reflection of Katarina Ivanovska balances

the tension and elucidates the role exchange of surveyor and surveyed. 

Our first celebration of the fire-painting process was the film Taming Fire, which was developed 
with Al’Myra Communications. We shot footage near the Yellowstone River, footage that included 

my longest burned-paper work, River of Memories. That artwork was installed as a waterfall in 
San Francisco. The location in San Francisco, and its symbolic meaning, played an important 
role in the second film we shot in Northern California, Burning Words, which addressed the 

subject of endangered languages. Burning Words premiered in San Francisco, a location which, 
in turn, nurtured the development of Wit-ness. The Wit-ness project benefitted from a more 

intimate and personal approach, with a focus on collaboration. Our team of artists participated 
in an intense journey together. The film and photography of Wit-ness grew organically into a 

powerful presentation of the concept we developed together. The exhibit comments on differing 
perspectives of surveillance through performance art, dance and fire. Wit-ness gives audiences an 

opportunity to view the world through the lenses of our imagination.

Artist’s Statement

Igor Josifov





Wit-ness is produced by Al’Myra Communications, an organization committed to interdisciplinary 
storytelling through socially responsible and ecologically intelligent means. Working with diverse 

professionals in an array of artistic fields, Al’Myra Communications brings awareness
to topical thoughts and events through such mediums as dance, photography, film,

architecture, and the visual arts. 

Contact: Kindra Speidel  •  kindra.speidel@almyracommunications.com  •  tel 406.694.5461

More information on Al’Myra and the projects it supports can be found at:
almyracommunications.com


